Referred pain: a confusing case of differential diagnosis between two teeth presenting with endo-perio problems.
A case of a patient with a confusing referred pain is reported that emphasizes the importance of providing a differential diagnosis in order to avoid inappropriate treatment. This article describes the management of a patient presenting with a combined endo-perio problem that was apparently treated adequately. After a short period of time, the reappearance of mild pain was misdiagnosed. The situation was more complicated when multiple diagnostic procedures were attempted and inadequate therapies were tried consecutively. When the true differential diagnosis was established and appropriate treatment provided, the symptoms disappeared and normal function returned. Diagnosis of teeth with necrotic pulps may be difficult to establish with possible reasons including inconclusive and poorly localized symptoms and signs. The situation can be further complicated if other teeth developing endodontic or combined endo-perio problems occur simultaneously as this may lead to misdiagnosis and treatment of the wrong tooth.